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Reviewer's report:

The authors present an interesting manuscript on optical puncture in undilated kidneys. A series of comments are made to improve readers' understanding of this amazing manuscript.

Title. The word "Optical puncture" seems more appropriate than "visual puncture".

-Abstract. Background. The first sentence could be deleted. The definition of kidney stones in a Urology journal does not seem to contribute anything to the readers.

-WHY authors use the Grignon’s grading, it is more common to use the SFU classification "Society of Fetal Urology"?

-In multitude of phrases authors describe the "ureteral catheters" it would be better to use double jota or pigtail ureteral stents, to avoid a mistake with the ureteral catheters for pyelography.

-Discussion.

The authors should make an effort to shorten this section. Since many topics are dealt with that are tangential to the study and are not directly related to this manuscript. As for example with the tubeless and the type of magnetic puncture.

-In the phrase "it would result in a potential risk of infection". Authors should change to include "septicemia".

-References.

-There is an excess of publications in Chinese (34%) , which is impossible to assess. Papers in English should be included to improve understanding of the manuscript.

-References should be updated especially on issues such as magnetic puncture (Urolithiais 2014, 2017...etc.).

The images should be revised or removed, they do not contribute anything for the low quality.

-Authors should correct a multitude of typographical errors.
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